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To all whom it may concern:
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-

Be it known that I, Josnrn E. ORI, a citi
zen of the United States, residing at Bloom
?eld, in the county of Essex and State of
New Jersey, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Whistles for Cal
liopes, of which the following is a speci
?cation.
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I.

claimed and illustrated in the accompany
mg drawing forming a part of this appli
cation, in which—

' '

‘A

Figure 1 is a perspective View of a valve,

casing including the valves for'controlling
the passage of air to the whistles, Fig. 2

so

1s a fragmentary side elevation of one of

the’ Whistles removed. Fig. 3 is a similar

The present invention relates to ‘improve
ments in whistles for pneumatic calliopes. view illustrating one of the connecting
I One object of the invention is the pro plugs. Figs. 4, 5. and 6 are detail views

as

vision of a whistle which can be quickly ,illustratingone ofthe brackets. Fig. 7 is
a view partly in section showing two of the
applied to or detached from the valve cas Whistle
sections separated. Fig. 8 is a hori- ‘ e
ing by means of which the whistle is con zontal sectional
'
view taken through the
trolled.
15
whistle
on'the
line
A—B of Fig. 7. Fig. 9
Another object of the invention is the is a similar view taken
on the line- C—D
provision of a whistle including a plurality _ of!
Fig. 7. Fig. 10 is‘ a detail view of one‘
of detachable sections which can be quickly
the spring pressed actuating keys. Fig.
separated for the purpose of repairing, in of
11
is a bottom plan View of one of the
20 terchanging of whistles, or the like.
I
valves.
12 is an edge view of the valve 75
A further object of the invention is the shown inFig.
Fig. 11.
' '
provision of a whistle in which the tubular
Referring
to
the
accompanying'drawing
sections thereof are removably connected
by means of brackets or the like which hold by similar characters of reference through
25 the adjacent ends ’of the said whistle sec~ ' out the several views, the numeral 10 desig
nates generally a valve casing for a calliope so
tions inspaced relation.
' 7

70‘

or the like, which consists of a pair of sec
Another object of the invention is the tions
11 and 12 preferably of rectangular

30

provision of a whistle for pneumatic cal
liopes or the like in which a removable plug
is adjustably supported in ‘one end thereof
for the purpose of tuning ‘the whistle or

otherwise changing the tone thereof.
A further object of the invention is the
provision of a whistle having a disk located
in one end thereof for retarding the pas

dish shaped formation and having ?anges

13 provided at the meeting edges thereof
between which is disposeda horizontal par
tition 14 which divides the valve casing 11

85

into upper and lower compartments 15 and
16. The upper compartment .15 is divided

‘into a plurality of supplemental air tight
compartments 17 by means of the vertical 90
sage of air therethrough and de?ecting said partitions
18‘which connect the upper side
air against the beveled end of one of said
of‘
the
section
ll‘with the horizontal par;
sections for the purpose of producing a tition 14. These
supplemental compart
sound tone.
.
'
ments
17
can
be
brought
into communi
40
A_ still further object of the invention is cation -with the lower compartment
16 95
to lmprove ‘and simplify devices of this through the rectangular ‘openings 19 pro
character, rendering them comparatively
in the aforesaid partition 14.
simple and inexpensive to manufacture, re vided
Valves
20 are'secured to the lower side
liable and efficient in use, and readily oper
45 ated, it being understood that various minor of the partition 14 below each of the open
ings 19 by means of the ‘spring hinges 21 100
changes in the speci?c details of construc which
are formed with spring extensions
tion can be resorted to withinthe scope of
22
for
engagement with the underside of
the appended claims, without departing the partition
14 whereby said valves 20 will
from the spirit or sacri?cing any of the be normally and
yieldingly forced to their
50 advantages of the invention.
closing
positions
the underside of 105
With the ‘above and other objects in view. the partition 14, against
consequently
closing the
the present invention consists in_the novel openings 19 and preventing the-‘admission
‘features of construction, formations, com of air which enters the compartment 16
binations and arrangements of parts to be through the supply pipe 23. Any approved
55 hereinafter more particularly described, form
of valve 20 may be used which will 110
35

~
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answer the purposes, but it is preferred the lower tubular section 44 of the said
41 and_supports the latter. Each
that each'valve consist of a rigid base or whistle
backing member 24 having a acing str1p section 44 is provided with laterally extend
25 of leather or other suitable ?exible ma

ing projections 45 which support the upper

bent upon themselves as shown at 27 to en

manner at intervals to the exterior of the
sections 44 and are designed to be either re

terial which will engage the underside of . disk 46, the latter being positioned slightly '70
the partition 14 at the edges of the openings, above the disk 43 and being slightly less in
19. The facing strip 25 is secured to the diameter than the inner diameter of the
backing 24 by means of a wire connecting tubular section 44, providing a slight annu
member 26 which has its opposite ends ex lar space 47 through which air issuing from . v
tended through alining openings formed in the supplemental compartment 17 may pass. 75
Brackets 48 are attached in any preferred ’
the facing strip 25 and backing 24 and then

10

gage the adjacent portion of the backing,

thereby ?rmly securing said facing strip movably or permanently secured by solder
-15 25 thereon.

ing or the like to the upper tubular sections

‘

80

49 of the whistles. As clearly shown in Fig.v
2, the brackets 48 support the sections 44

, The free ends of each of the valves 20 are

provided with notches 28 which slidably en
gage the guide .rods 29 .and insure the and 49 in slightly spaced relation, while
proper position of said valves relative to the adjacent end of the section 49 is beveled

as at 50 in order that the air in passing from e5

the openings 19 when the valves are seated.

’

the section 44 to the section 49 will contact’ v

’ The lower ends of these guide rods 29 are

o?set as at 30 to engage the underside of therewith to give the proper sound.

An adjustable plug or cap 51'is disposed

said valves for limiting .the downward

in the upper end of each of the tubular sec

movement of the latter.

Spring actuating keys 31 extend upwardly tions 49, to close the said upper end and also

25

90'

through openings 32 provided in the upper to provide a means whereby upon the adjust

side of the section 11 of the valve casing 10
and are normally held in raised position by
the springs 33. The lower ends of these
30 keys 31 engage the upper sides of the valves

-ment of these caps or plugs 51- vertically '

90 and obviously, upon theldepression of these
keys 31 against the tension of the springs

within the sections 49 the tone of the whistle
can be sharpened or deepened as desired to .

provide a means whereby the instrument can 95
be tuned.

’

In use, a slight pressure upon either of the /

33 the valves 20 will be depressed to per keys 31 will open its respective valve 20
mit the passage of air contained within the thus permitting of the necessary passage of

35

air from the compartment 16 to the desired 100
supplemental compartment 17 which will
_ It should be understood‘that the tension of then pass through the opening 34, and hol

compartment 16 through the desired open

ing 19 for a purpose to be later explained.

the spring extensions 22 is slightly greater low- plug 35, into the whistle 41, obviously

'40

45

than the tension of the springs 33 in order
that when the keys. 31 are released the valves

sounding the same as desired.

'

In use the whistles are tuned to produce 105
20 will be automatically closed through the various notes so that upon the compression
medium of the assistance of the exten of the various keys 31 in the proper man

ner the propertones will be sounded, there
sions 22.
The upper side of the valve casing 10 is by permitting the operator to play any de
no
provided with a series of openings 34 ‘which sired air.
This application is a division of my
lead into the supplemental compartments

17, and disposed within these openings 34 former copending application, No. 788,478,
'
are downwardly tapered grooved parallel ?led Sept. 6, 1913.
Having thus fully described my invention
plugs 35 which are ,positioned therein and

50

sealed against leakage.

what I claim as new and desire to protect 115

The upper ends of the plugs 35 are pro
vided with grooves 36 for engagement with

by Letters Patent is :-—-

I

.

'

1. A whistle for calliopes comprising ‘a

a supporting plate 37 which holds all of the pair of spaced sections, brackets connecting
plugs 35 against any undesired lateral move said sections, a disk disposed in one of said

55 ment which would serve to cause their dis

placement and the consequent leakage of air

sections, a supporting mpple carried by the

120

disk, a second disk disposed above the ?rst .

compartments 17. The upper end of each disk, one of said sections havingv a sharp
of ‘the plugs 35 is enlarged at 38 and screw ened end and a disk adjustable within one

.
threaded as at 39 for engagement with the of said sections.
2.
In
a
whistle
such
as
described,
a pair 125
externally
threaded
nipples
40
which
sup
60

port the whistles 41 to be hereinafter de
scribed in detail.
The upper end of each nipple 40 is pro
'vided with a groove 42in which is disposed
a disk 43 which engages the inner surface of

of spaced sections, one of said sections hav
ing a beveled end, brackets connecting said
sections, a disk carried by one of said sec

tions, a nipple engaging said disk and sup
porting said sections, projections extending 130 .

—
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a

disk, and means in one of said sections for
varying the tone of the whistle.
5. A Whistle for calliopes comprising a
mentioned disk and in spaced relation to the inner walls of said section.
lower section, a supporting nipple carried
3. In a whistle such as described, a sup thereby, a disk mounted above said support
porting plug, a nipple detachably connected ing nipple, an upper section, brackets con
with said supporting plug, a disk carried necting said upper and lower sections, and
by the nipple, a whistle section engaging means in the upper section for varying the
‘
the disk whereby said section will be sup tone of the whistle.
6. A whistle for calliopes comprising up
ported, ‘projections extending from the
Whistle section, a disk carried by said pro per and lower sections connected together,
from one of said‘ sections and a disk sup

ported by the projections above the ?rst

10

ll

jections and having its periphery spaced a disk' disposed in the loWer section, a sup

from the inner side of said section, brack
ets secured to said section, a second section

porting nipple carried by the disk, a second
disk disposed above the ?rst‘disk, the up

carried by the brackets and held in spaced per section having a sharpened lower end
relation to the ?rst section, said second sec and means in said upper section for varying
tion having a beveled lower end, and a disk the tone of the whistle.
adjustable in said second mentioned section.
20

In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature

4. A whistle for calliopes comprising a in presence of two witnesses.
JOSEPH E. ORI.
Witnesses:
said sections, a disk disposed in one of said

pair of spaced sections, brackets connecting
sections, a supported nipple carried by the

disk7 a second disk disposed above the ?rst

ERNs'r AJKERN,
GARL J. SHUL'rz.
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